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While many theoretical works, particularly in family economics, rely on the transferable utility (TU) assumption, its exact implications in terms of individual preferences have never been fully worked out. In this paper, we provide a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a group to satisfy the TU property. We express
these conditions in terms of both individual indirect utilities and individual demand functions. Last, we describe the link between this question and a standard
problem in consumer theory (initially raised by Gorman 1953), and explain why a
similar characterization in terms of direct utilities cannot obtain.
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1. Introduction
Many results in microeconomics and game theory require that preferences exhibit the
transferable utility (TU) property, whereby, for a well chosen cardinalization of utilities,
the Pareto frontier, defined in the utility space by the set of Pareto extremum pairs of
individual utilities, is a straight line with slope −1 (or, for more than two agents, a hyperplane orthogonal to the unit vector) for all price and income bundles, and generally for
all economic environments. For instance, in collective models of the household (Chiappori 1988, 1992), TU implies that household (aggregate) demand does not depend on
Pareto weights; this allows one to reconcile the unitary model with an explicit representation of individual preferences while addressing issues of intrahousehold redistribution
(and inequality).1 Another important property of TU preferences is that Pareto frontiers
do not intersect when prices, incomes, or other factors change; this property, in turn, is
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crucial for the so-called Coase theorem to hold.2 Last, a host of recent works on the market for marriage refer to a frictionless matching framework in the style of Becker (1973)
and Shapley and Shubik (1971). In this framework, under TU, the notion of stability is
equivalent to total surplus maximization, a fact that considerably simplifies theoretical
and empirical analysis.
Yet, while the TU assumption is made on a regular basis, its exact meaning is not
clear. Consider, for example, a two-person household consuming private and public
goods under a budget constraint. What do we need to assume on individual preferences
to get the TU property?
Partial answers have been given to this problem.
• When all commodities are privately consumed, then Bergstrom and Varian (1985)
show that preferences must be of the Gorman polar form. We discuss this further in
Section 3.4.
• Bergstrom and Cornes (1983) analyze a model in which all commodities but one are
publicly consumed, and show that, for a given price and income vector, the efficient
bundle of public goods does not change as we move from one Pareto efficient allocation to another if and only if preferences are of the generalized quasi-linear (GQL)
form. One can readily check that GQL preferences imply TU (a property that also
holds in the general case with many public and private goods).
• Finally, Bergstrom (1989), still considering the case with only one private good,
shows that if the demand for public goods is the same for all efficient allocations,
then TU requires GQL preferences.
To the best of our knowledge, however, the fact that, in Bergstrom and Cornes’s context with one private good only, TU implies both GQL and identical demand for public
goods for all efficient allocations has not been proved. In the general case, with an arbitrary number of private and public goods, this statement would actually be incorrect;
GQL is sufficient for TU but not necessary. Indeed, Gugl (2014) provides an example of
utility functions that are not GQL but lead to TU; we give a more general class of such
examples that includes Gugl’s original one, in Section 5. So far, however, no general
characterization of utilities leading to TU in the general case has been provided.3
The goal of this note is to fill this gap. We provide a set of testable conditions that are
implied by the TU assumption in a market context. We first refer to the notion of conditional indirect utility introduced by Blundell et al. (2005), defined as the maximum utility
level an individual can reach by choosing the optimal bundle of private consumption for
given values of prices of private goods and total private expenditures, and conditional
on a given vector of public consumption. We introduce a specific property of individual preferences, the affine conditional indirect utility (ACIU), which states that for a well
2 A typical application is the Becker–Coase theorem, which states that divorce laws should have no impact on divorce rates; see Chiappori et al. (2015).
3 Bergstrom (1997) conjectures a result similar to our Theorem 1. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no proof has been provided yet. Our paper provides a formal proof of the indirect utility characterization
and, moreover, a general characterization in terms of demand functions.
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chosen cardinal representation, the conditional indirect utility is affine in total private
expenditures, and we show that TU obtains if and only if (i) each individual preference
exhibits the ACIU property and (ii) the coefficient of total private expenditures (which
can be a function of prices of private goods and consumption of public goods) is the
same for all individuals. We show that this result generalizes the previous results in the
sense that it boils down to a Gorman polar form in the absence of consumption of public goods and to GQL with only one private good; moreover, we provide an example that
is neither Gorman polar form nor GQL, but satisfies our characterization and, therefore,
generates TU. Finally, we show that the equivalence between TU and the invariance of
demand for public goods over efficient allocations holds only for the one private good
case. In general, preferences satisfying the second property need not satisfy TU; we actually provide examples in which almost all do not.
We then analyze how the ACIU property translates in terms of direct utility, and,
more importantly, in terms of conditional and unconditional demand functions. Regarding direct utilities, we show that ACIU is related to the standard notion of Gorman
polar forms. Specifically, the ACIU property requires that direct utilities, considered as
functions of private commodities alone, admit a Gorman polar form representation with
income coefficients identical across agents (whereas the dependence on consumption
of public goods is not constrained). It is well known from standard consumer theory,
at least in the case of private goods, that for most preferences admitting a Gorman
polar form representation, the corresponding utilities cannot be expressed in closed
form; consequently, most direct utilities compatible with TU preferences do not admit
a closed-form representation.
Translating the ACIU property in terms of individual and aggregate demand functions is arguably more interesting, since the latter are empirically observable—so that
the conditions can actually be tested. We derive the implications of ACIU for both conditional and unconditional individual demands. Moreover, these conditions can be extended to the group’s aggregate demand function. While TU implies that groups behave
as individuals, the converse is not true: even if a group maximizes a single utility, its aggregate behavior cannot be derived from a TU model if it fails to satisfy the conditions
we describe. At any rate, it is now possible to test, from observable behavior, whether
individual and/or aggregate preferences satisfy the TU property.
Last, we provide an illustration of our results on specific functional forms for demands. We consider the standard linear expenditures system (LES) and show that the
corresponding individual demands always satisfy the ACIU property; we actually exhibit a broad generalization of LES systems that also implies ACIU. This suggests that the
requirements imposed by TU on the form of individual demands, although restrictive,
are not necessarily extreme; in particular, they are much more lax than those required
by the GQL form.4 However, TU also imposes restrictions on the level of heterogeneity
between agents. Specifically, we show that for a set of individual LES demands to be
compatible with TU, many (but not all) coefficients must be equal across individuals.
4 Chiappori (2010) shows that a LES demand system can never be of the GQL form when there are several
private goods.
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This suggests that the major cost of assuming TU lies in the limitations imposed on the
nature and importance of heterogeneity within the group (and their consequences in
terms of group behavior).
2. The framework
For expositional clarity, we present our model in the case of two agents and use language that refers to members of a family. However, our results generalize to any number
of agents (see Section 3.3) and apply to other groups as well such as subnational governments in the context of fiscal federalism.
A household, consisting of the wife w and the husband h, consume n private and N
public commodities that can be purchased on a market.5 Let xm = (x1m      xnm ), where
m = h w, denotes member m’s private consumption and p = (p1      pn ) denotes the
corresponding price vector. Similarly, X = (X 1      X N ) denotes the household’s consumption of public goods purchased at price P = (P 1      P N ). Throughout the note,
, while the
the vector π=(p1      pn  P 1      P N ) belongs to a compact subset P of Rn+N
+
,
respectively.
vectors (x1h      xnh ) (x1w      xnw ) and (X 1      X N ) belong to Rn+ and RN
+
In particular, prices and consumptions are assumed strictly positive. Finally, let y > 0
denote the household’s total income, so that the household’s budget constraint is
n

i=1

N

 
pi xih + xiw +
P j X j = y
j=1

We assume away consumption externalities; therefore, m’s preferences depend only on
the vector (X xm ). Moreover, we assume that agents’ preferences can each be represented by utility functions uh (X xh ) and uw (X xw ) that are twice continuously differentiable, strictly increasing, and strictly quasi-concave.
We can now provide a precise definition of the notion of transferable utility (TU).
Definition 1. We say that a pair of husband and wife preferences satisfy the transferable utility (TU) property if there exist two strictly increasing, twice continuously differentiable, strictly quasi-concave utility functions ūh and ūw , representing, respectively,
husband and wife preferences, such that for any given vector of prices and total income
(P p y), all Pareto efficient allocations (X xh  xw ) satisfy the condition
ūh (X xh ) + ūw (X xw ) = K(P p y)
for some function K. If this is the case, then we say that the pair of utilities (ūh  ūw )
satisfies the TU condition.
A key remark is that the TU property is ordinal; preferences satisfy the TU condition
if one can find specific cardinal representations, ūh and ūw , such that, for all values of
5 The goods are public within the household only; they are privately purchased on the market. One may
think of housing or expenditures on children as typical examples.
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prices and income, the Pareto frontier, defined in the utility space by the set of Pareto extremum pairs of individual utilities, is a straight line with slope equal to −1. Obviously,
the same preferences can be represented by other “cardinalizations”; for any such C 2
cardinalization, say, uh and uw , the TU property requires that there exist two continuously differentiable, strictly monotonic functions Fh and Fw such that for any given vector of prices and total income (P p y), all Pareto efficient allocations (X xh  xw ) satisfy
the condition
Fh ◦ uh (X xh ) + Fw ◦ uw (X xw ) = K  (P p y)
for some function K  . Moreover, note that since
ūh + ūw = K(P p y)
with transforms such that
um = Gm (ūm )

m = h w

it must be true that
−1
G−1
h ◦ uh (X xh ) + Gw ◦ uw (X xw ) = K(P p y)

Last, if both uh and uw are affine transforms of ūh and ūw , then
um = αm ūm + βm 

m = w h

with αh  αw > 0, and, moreover, if αh = αw , then Fh and Fw can be taken to be the identity
mapping. These particular cardinalizations, for which the property is directly satisfied,
play a special role. In particular, we systematically use one of these cardinalizations to
represent individual preferences.
Next, following Blundell et al. (2005), for any twice continuously differentiable,
strictly increasing, and strictly quasi-concave utility um , we define the corresponding
conditional indirect utility vm by

∀(X p ρm ) ∈ Rn+N+1
+

vm (X p ρm ) = max um (X xm )
xm

such that p xm = ρm 

(1)

where p xm denotes the scalar product of vectors p and xm .6 Note that under our assumptions, vm is continuously differentiable.
The economic interpretation of this notion is the following. Assume the household
decision process results in a vector X being purchased, while a monetary amount ρm is
left available for m’s expenditure on private goods. Then vm (X p ρm ), the conditional
indirect utility of agent m (m = w h), represents the maximum utility m can reach by
6 Note that since p ∈ Rn , the space {x | p x = ρ } is compact; since u is continuous, the function v
m
m
m
m
m
+
is well defined. Moreover, since um is strictly quasi-concave, the maximum is reached for a unique bundle.
As always, both the direct utility and the conditional indirect utility are defined up to a strictly increasing
transformation. That is, if the direct utility um and the conditional indirect utility vm represent preferences,
then for any continuously differentiable, strictly increasing transformation Fm , the transformed utilities
ũm = Fm ◦ um and ṽm = Fm ◦ vm represent the same preferences.
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optimally selecting the private consumption vector xm under the constraint p xm = ρm .
The conditional private demand vector ξm (X p ρm ) is defined as the unique solution
to (1): it is the vector of private consumption goods that maximizes m’s utility for prices
p, private expenditures ρm , and consumption of public goods X.
The main motivation for that notion is given by the following result.
Proposition 1. Let (X̄ x̄h  x̄w ) be a Pareto efficient allocation, and define ρ̄m = p x̄m .
Then
um (X̄ x̄m ) = vm (X̄ p ρ̄m ) and

x̄m = ξm (X p ρ̄m )

m = h w

Proof. Assuming not, without loss of generality, let w receive x̄w = ξw . Then by the
definition of ξw it must be the case that
uw (X̄ x̄w ) < uw (X̄ ξw )
But then the allocation (X̄ x̄h  ξw ) satisfies the budget constraint and strictly Paretodominates (X̄ x̄h  x̄w ), a contradiction.
The underlying intuition is that any Pareto efficient decision mechanism can be represented as a two-stage process. In the first stage, agents jointly decide on the level X
of consumption of public goods and on the distribution of the remaining resources between agents; i.e., the wife gets ρw and the husband gets ρh = y − P  X − ρw (according to
the standard vocabulary of collective models, the pair (ρw  ρh ) defines a sharing rule).
In the second stage, agents each choose their optimal vector of private consumption,
conditional on the vector X and subject to the budget constraint p xm = ρm . The conditional indirect utility reflects the outcome of the second stage, conditionally on the level
of public goods and individual private expenditures defined in the first stage. The latter,
which characterizes Pareto efficient allocations of household resources between public
and private consumptions, can then be written as
max vw (X p ρw )

Xρw

under the constraint



vh X p y − P  X − ρw ≥ v̄h

(2)

for some given v̄h .
Then the TU property requires the following attribute: one can find specific cardinalizations (vw  vh ) of individual preferences such that, for all Pareto efficient allocations, the Lagrange multiplier of the constraint (2) is equal to 1, irrespective of the
price–income bundle and of the parameter v̄h .
3. The main result
In this section, we state our main result and corollaries. We show that our results generalize to more than two agents.
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3.1 The statement
We can now state our main result. It is based on the following definition.
Definition 2. A utility function um satisfies the affine conditional indirect utility
(ACIU) property if one can find a twice continuously differentiable scalar function
αm (X p) from RN+n to R that is (−1)-homogeneous in p, and a twice continuously differentiable scalar function βm (X p) from RN+n to R that is 0-homogeneous in p, such
that the conditional indirect utility corresponding to um can be written as
vm (X p ρ) = αm (X p)ρm + βm (X p) for all (X p ρm )

(3)

In other words, the corresponding, conditional indirect utility is an affine function
of the variable ρm .7
The result is now the following theorem.
Theorem 1. A pair of husband and wife utilities satisfy the TU property if and only if
they both satisfy the ACIU property:
∀(X p ρm )

vm (X p ρ) = αm (X p)ρm + βm (X p)

m = h w

with moreover
αh (X p) = αw (X p) for all (X p)

(4)

Proof. We first show that (3) and (4) are sufficient. Assume they are satisfied, and consider any Pareto efficient allocation (X̄ x̄h  x̄w ) such that 0 < ρ̄w = p x̄w < y − P  X̄. Then
the allocation must be such that ρ̄w = p x̄w solves a program of the form



max α(X̄ p) (1 − μ)ρw + μ y − P  X̄ + βw (X̄ p) + μβh (X̄ p)
ρw

(5)

where μ denotes the Lagrange multiplier of the constraint. For any interior solution, this
requires μ = 1, implying that




uw + uh = max α(X p) y − P  X + βw (X p) + βh (X p) 
X

Conversely, assume that the TU property holds and consider the program (where p
is omitted for brevity)


max vw (X ρw ) + vh X y − P  X − ρw 

Xρw

(6)

For notational convenience, we present the argument for the case of a single public good
(N = 1); the extension to N ≥ 2 is straightforward. The crucial remark is that the solution
7 The homogeneity properties of α and β follow from the general properties of the indirect utility
m
m
function, which is homogenous of degree 0 in (p ρm ).
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to this program cannot be unique (since all Pareto efficient allocations solve it). It follows
that the first order conditions
∂vh
∂vw
(X ρw ) −
(X y − PX − ρw ) = 0
∂ρw
∂ρh
∂vh
∂vh
∂vw
(X ρw ) +
(X y − PX − ρw ) − P
(X y − PX − ρw ) = 0
∂X
∂X
∂ρh
considered as two equations in (X ρw ), have a continuum of solutions (the set of solutions typically is a one-dimensional manifold). This implies either that one equation (in
that case, the first) is degenerate or that the two equations are redundant (technically,
they are not transversal). We consider both cases successively.
Assume, first, that
∂vh
∂vw
(X ρw ) −
(X y − PX − ρw ) = 0
∂ρw
∂ρh
for all values of (X ρw  P y). Then consider the change in variables
(X ρw  P y) → (X ρw  P t) where t = y − PX
Then
∂vh
∂vw
(X ρw ) −
(X t − ρw ) = 0
∂ρw
∂ρh

(7)

for all t. Differentiating in t yields that ∂vh /∂ρh is independent of ρh , so is ∂vw /∂ρw by
(7), which proves the result.
Assume now that the equations are redundant, and define
F(X ρw  P t) =

∂vw
∂vh
(X ρw ) −
(X t − ρw )
∂ρw
∂ρh

G(X ρw  P t) =

∂vw
∂vh
∂vh
(X ρw ) +
(X t − ρw ) − P
(X t − ρw )
∂X
∂X
∂ρh

with the same change in variables as before. Since ∂F/∂P = 0, it must be the case that
∂G/∂P = 0; therefore, ∂vh /∂ρh = 0, which is a particular case of the previous case.
In words, Theorem 1 states that for TU to obtain, a pair of husband and wife utilities must have the following properties. First, fix the vector X of consumption of public
goods and consider individual utilities as functions of private consumptions only. Then
the corresponding, individual (conditional) indirect utilities must be (possibly after a
twice continuously differentiable, strictly increasing transformation) affine in total private expenditures for all values of prices and income. Second, the coefficient of total
private expenditures (which may depend on prices of private goods, but also on consumption of public goods) must be the same for all agents. These conditions are necessary and sufficient: utilities that satisfy these conditions also satisfy TU, and any utilities
that satisfy TU must satisfy these properties.
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The result can, equivalently, be expressed in terms of (conditional) expenditures
functions em (X p um ), defined as the minimum amount that agent m, facing prices
p and endowed with a vector X of consumption of public goods, must spend on private
goods to reach a utility level um . Then the following corollary holds.
Corollary 1. A pair of husband and wife utilities satisfy the TU property if and only if
for each member m = h w, there exist two differentiable, 1-homogeneous scalar functions
αm (X p) and βm (X p) from RN+n to R such that the conditional expenditure function
takes the form
em (X p um ) = αm (X p)um + βm (X p)
for all m, with moreover αh (X p) = αw (X p).
Proof. The proof directly stems from the fact that em (X p u) is the inverse (in ρm ) of
vm (X p ρm ); therefore,
vm (X p ρm ) = αm (X p)ρm + βm (X p)

⇐⇒

em (X p u) =

βm (X p)
u
−

αm (X p) αm (X p)

The homogeneity properties of αm and βm follow immediately.
An important corollary of Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 is the following.
Corollary 2. If preferences satisfy the TU property, then, for any (P p y), the household’s demand for public goods is the same for all Pareto efficient allocations.
The proof of Corollary 2 follows directly from Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, since for
any efficient allocation, X solves




max α(X p) y − P  X + βh (X p) + βw (X p) 
X

It should be noted, however, that our results are needed to establish this result. Indeed,
under TU, any Pareto efficient allocation must solve


max vw (X p ρw ) + vh X p y − P  X − ρw 

Xρw

TU implies that this maximization program has a continuum of solutions (all efficient allocations, typically a one-dimensional manifold). However, what is not clear is whether
they all correspond to the same demand for public goods; in principle, it could be the
case that different efficient allocations correspond to different values of the sharing rule
ρ and different demands for public goods X (one for each possible choice of ρ). The
corollary states that such a situation is not possible.
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3.2 Two counterexamples
Note that the converse of Corollary 2 is false: one can find preferences such that (i) all
interior Pareto efficient demands for public goods are identical,8 while (ii) these preferences do not satisfy the TU property. We provide two counterexamples.
3.2.1 Different Cobb–Douglas preferences Our first counterexample is the following.
Assume n = 2 N = 1, and individual direct utilities are Cobb–Douglas,


 δ
um X x1m  x2m = X θm x1m x2m m 

m = h w

where we assume that δh = δw and θh = θw , but
θh
θw
=
= λ
1 + δw 1 + δh
Prices of the private goods are p1 = 1 and p2 = p, and P denotes the price of the public
good.
Proposition 2. Given the preferences specified above, the following statements hold.
(i) The demand for the public good is the same for all Pareto efficient allocations. It is
given by
X=

λ y

1+λP

(ii) For the appropriate cardinalization, the absolute value of the slope of the Pareto
frontier is constant and is given by
δh −δw
dvw
= p (1+δw )(1+δh ) 
dvh

For the proof, see the Appendix.
Thus for the appropriate cardinalization, the Pareto frontier is a straight line, but its
slope is not constant: it depends on the price of the second good, which invalidates TU.
3.2.2 Exclusive goods Another example that generates a demand for public goods that
is the same for all (interior) Pareto efficient allocations is the case of identical Cobb–
Douglas preferences, where one of the private goods is leisure, given by xnm ∈ [0 1]. Let
the wage rate of member m be given by ωm . Let the exponent on the public good be λ,
let the exponent on leisure be δ, let the exponent for private good i be θi , and assume
that all the exponents of private goods including leisure add up to 1, such that
δ=1−

n−1


θi 

i=1
8 One

can easily exhibit examples in which arbitrary preferences generate identical demands for public goods only because a corner solution is reached in all cases. We are obviously not interested in these
situations.
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The utility function is given by

 δ n−1
i
um (X xm ) = X λ xnm
xim θ 

m = h w

i=1

For any ρh  ρw , and nonwage income y,
ρh + ρw = y + ωh + ωw − PX
Proposition 3. Given the preferences specified above, the following statements hold.
(i) The demand for the public good is the same for all Pareto efficient allocations. It is
given by
X=

λ y

1+λP

(ii) The absolute value of the slope of the Pareto frontier is constant and given by
dvw
=
dvh



ωh
ωw

δ



See the Appendix for the proof.
Thus the Pareto frontier is a straight line, but its slope is not constant: it depends on
the agents’ wages, which invalidates TU.
3.2.3 Interpretation The intuition underlying both examples can be grasped by referring to the result by Bergstrom and Cornes (1983). Consider, for instance, the first example, and assume uh and uw generate a demand for public goods that is the same for all
Pareto efficient allocations; let vh (X p ρh ) and vw (X p ρw ) denote the corresponding
conditional indirect utilities. Fix the price vector to some arbitrary value p̄ and define
um (X ρm ) = vm (X p̄ ρm ) m = h w. Then um (X ρm ) can be considered as a direct utility in an economy with N public goods X and one private good ρ. Since (uh  uw ) are
such that the demand for public goods is the same for all Pareto efficient allocations,
by Bergstrom and Cornes (1983) these utilities must thus have a GQL cardinalization;
therefore, vm must be of the form


vm (X p̄ ρm ) = Fm a(X p̄)ρm + bm (X p̄) p̄

(8)

for some smooth mappings a, bm , and Fm , where Fm is strictly increasing in its first
argument. In particular, using the adequate normalization, the Pareto frontier is linear. Note, however, that, in general, the cardinalizations, and therefore the slope of the
Pareto frontier, depend on p̄ (technically, p̄ is, in general, an argument of the functions
Fm ), whereas TU requires the slope to be price- (or wage-) independent.
In other words, if for any given p̄ one can find a (p̄-dependent) cardinalization that
gives the ACIU property, then the demand for public goods is the same for all efficient
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allocations. The key point, however, is that TU cannot obtain unless the same cardinalization works for all p̄, which is not the case in general. In the first example, the set of
parameters for which the identical demand property obtains is
S = δh  θh  δw  θw s.t.

θh
θw

=
1 + δh 1 + δw

The set of parameters for which the TU property obtains, alternatively, is
S  = {δh  θh  δw  θw s.t. δh = δw and θh = θw }
Note that S  ⊂ S and that, moreover, the measure of S  within S is zero. Also, the same
argument holds for the second example, replacing p̄ with wages (w̄h  w̄w ). In fact, our
second example shows that with exclusive goods, none of the Cobb–Douglas preferences
satisfying the uniform public demand property is compatible with TU.
This result illustrates how specific the one private good case is. Given (8), by homogeneity, the price of the unique private good can always be normalized to 1; then the cardinalization is automatically price-independent, and one gets an equivalence between
TU and identical demand for public goods across efficient allocations. But this conclusion holds only in that case. Even in our two simple examples, either almost all (in the
first case) or all (in the second case) preferences generating identical demand for public
goods are non-TU.
3.3 Extension: The case of S agents
The previous result can readily be extended to any number of agents. Consider a group
of S agents who consume n private and N public commodities that can be purchased
on a market.9 Let xm = (x1m      xnm ), where m = 1     S denotes member m’s private
consumption and p = (p1      pn ) denotes the corresponding price vector. Similarly,
X = (X 1      X N ) denotes the group’s consumption of public goods purchased at price
P = (P 1      P N ).
Definition 3. A set of S individual preference relationships satisfies the transferable
utility (TU) property if there exists S strictly increasing, twice continuously differentiable, strictly quasi-concave utility functions u1      uS , where us represents preferences of agent s, such that for any given vector of prices and total income (P p y), all
Pareto efficient allocations (X x1      xS ) satisfy the condition
S


us (X xs ) = K(P p y)

s=1

for some function K. If this is the case, then we say that the set of utilities (u1      uS )
satisfies the TU condition.
The main result is given by the following theorem.
9 The goods are public within the group only; they are privately purchased on the market.
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Theorem 2. A set of individual utilities satisfies the TU property if and only if they all
satisfy the ACIU property
∀(X p ρs )

vs (X p ρs ) = αs (X p)ρs + βs (X p)

s = 1     S

with moreover
αs (X p) = αt (X p) ∀s t ∈ {1     S}
Proof. For sufficiency, the S agents analogue to (5) is
⎡

⎤
S−2

 

⎢α(X̄ p) (1 − μS−1 )ρS + μS−1 y − P X̄ +
(μt − μS−1 )ρt ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
t=1
max
⎢
⎥
S−1
ρ1 ρS−2 ρS ⎢
⎥

⎣
⎦
μ β (X̄ p)
+β (X̄ p) +
t

S

t

t=1

and for necessity, the S agents analogue to (6) is
max

S−1


Xρ1 ρS−1




vs (X ρs ) + vS X y − P X −

s=1

S−1



ρs 

s=1

The rest of the proof follows the same logic as in the case of two agents.
3.4 Links with existing results
One can easily check that the form characterized by Theorems 1 and 2 encompasses
several results already available in the literature.
• In the absence of public goods, then (3) in Definition 2 boils down to the Gorman
polar form (GPF) discussed by Bergstrom and Varian (1985). Indeed, in that case,
the conditional indirect utility coincides with the standard indirect utility, since the
sharing rule coincides with income:
ρh = yh  ρw = yw 

s.t. yh + yw = y

• Therefore, m’s indirect utility and demand for commodity i are
vm (X p ym ) = α(p)ym + βm (p)
xim (p ym ) = −

∂α/∂pi
∂βm /∂pi
ym −

α(p)
α(p)

Note, however, that Bergstrom and Varian’s result does not extend directly to the
case of public goods. The problem here is that applying Bergstrom and Varian’s
result requires ruling out the possibility of different efficient allocations involving
different demands for public goods.
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• If, alternatively, there is only one private good (n = 1), then we can normalize p to
be 1, and we get the generalized quasi-linear (GQL) form of Bergstrom and Cornes
(1983); indeed, the sharing rule is then the individual consumption of the private
good, and m’s direct utility becomes
um (X xm ) = αm (X)xm + βm (X)
Specifically, Bergstrom and Cornes show the following result: when n = 1, a necessary and sufficient condition for all Pareto efficient allocations to generate the
same demand for public goods is that preferences are GQL, and it is well known
that GQL preferences imply TU. Our result also establishes the converse property,
namely that when n = 1, TU requires GQL preferences, implying that X must be
identical across all efficient allocations.
• The GQL form can readily be extended to n ≥ 2 by considering direct utility functions of the form




um X x1m      xnm = αm (X)x1m + βm X x2m      xnm 
One can readily check that the corresponding, conditional indirect utility is affine
in the sharing rule (this property comes directly from the fact that for a given vector of public goods, um as a function of x1m      xnm is quasi-linear). For αh = αw , it
therefore implies TU. The converse, however, is not true; indeed, Section 5 provides
an example of preferences that are not GQL but still imply TU.
4. Direct utilities and demands
The ACIU property is expressed in terms of indirect (conditional) utilities. Indirect utilities are extremely convenient in applied consumer theory, if only because they allow a
direct derivation of demand functions (through Roy’s identity); conversely, it is, in general, easy to recover the functional form of indirect utilities from that of demand functions. This contrasts starkly with direct utilities. For many direct utilities, demand functions cannot be derived in closed form; conversely, most demand functions used in empirical microeconomics (starting with the most standard ones, i.e., Deaton and Muellbauer’s (1980) almost ideal demand system (AIDS) and its quadratic extension (QUAIDS)
do not admit a general, closed-form representation for direct utilities whereas they admit a closed-form representation for indirect utilities).
Still, it is interesting to consider what the ACIU property implies for the shape of
direct utilities. As it happens, most direct utilities corresponding to ACIU preferences do
not have a closed-form representation (although their existence can be established by
standard arguments); moreover, there exists a close relationship between this problem
and a standard question in consumer theory, namely the characterization of preferences
that admit a Gorman polar form representation. In the next subsection, we explore this
relationship and show in particular how our results generalize Gorman’s initial insights.
A second, more empirically relevant question relates to the implications of ACIU for
the shape of demand functions. Unlike direct or indirect utilities, demand functions
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are empirically observable; therefore, a characterization of their form has a potentially
direct impact on econometric approaches to problems involving transferable utility. In
the second subsection, we first provide a characterization of conditional demands and
then derive an equivalent formulation for unconditional demand systems. Throughout
this section, the individual index m is omitted for brevity.
4.1 Direct utilities
We first start with the following definition.
Definition 4. Given some direct utility u(X x), the X-conditional direct utility is the
mapping uX defined by
x → uX (x) = u(X x)
Given the assumptions made on u, uX is twice continuously differentiable, strictly
increasing, and strongly quasi-concave. Note also that uX is the direct utility corresponding to the conditional indirect utility v,
∀(X p ρ) ∈ Rn+N+1

+

v(X p ρ) = max uX (x)
x

s.t. p x = ρ

or, conversely,
uX (x) = min v(X p ρ) s.t. p x = ρ
pρ

Last, the conditional demand function ξ(X p ρ) solves
max uX (x)
x

s.t. p x = ρ

(9)

It is well known that under the assumptions we have made, ξ is continuously differentiable almost everywhere.
Now the previous results imply that a direct utility function u(X x) is compatible
with ACIU if and only if, for all X, uX admits a Gorman polar form representation with
income coefficients identical across agents. That is, there must exist some smooth scalar
functions α and β such that


u(X x) = min α(X p)p x + β(X p) 
p

It is well known that, unlike indirect utilities, direct utilities admitting a Gorman polar form representation do not have an explicit closed form in general (see, for instance,
Blackorby et al. 1978). In the next section, however, we provide an example for which a
closed form exists.
4.2 Demand functions
From an empirical perspective, the ACIU property, which characterizes indirect utilities, cannot be directly tested, since the latter are not directly observable. It is therefore
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useful to characterize its implications for demand functions, which can (in principle)
be empirically recovered. This can be done in two different ways: one can derive the
conditional or unconditional demands.
4.2.1 Conditional individual demands for private goods One may first consider conditional demands for private goods, ξ(X p ρ), defined earlier as the optimal bundle of
private consumption for an individual faced with prices p, and endowed with a vector
X of public goods and a monetary amount ρ to be spent on private consumption. Note
that we have an equivalent to Roy’s identity:
ξi (X p ρ) = −

∂v(X p ρ)/∂pi

∂v(X p ρ)/∂ρ

(10)

In practice, conditional demands can be estimated from demand data by regressing
demand on prices, demands for public goods, and total expenditures on private goods.
The latter variables are obviously endogenous, and must, therefore, be instrumented; a
standard solution is to use as instruments total income and the prices of public goods.
The following corollary provides a simple restriction on the functional forms that can be
used.
Corollary 3. If a utility function satisfies the ACIU property, then there exist two C 2
scalar functions α, which is (−1)-homogeneous in p, and β, which is 0-homogeneous in
p, such that the conditional private demand vector ξ(X p ρ) is of the form
ξi (X p ρ) = ai (X p)ρ + bi (X p)

(11)

where
ai (X p) = −

∂α(X p)/∂pi

α(X p)

bi (X p) = −

∂β(X p)/∂pi

α(X p)

Conversely, if there exist two C 2 scalar functions α, which is (−1)-homogeneous in p,
and β, which is 0-homogeneous in p, such that the conditional private demand vector
ξ(X p ρ) is of the form (11), then the corresponding preferences satisfy the (ACIU) property.
Proof. As noted in (10), the envelope theorem applied to (1) gives a conditional version
of Roy’s identity. Plugging (3) into this relationship gives the result. Conversely, under
the assumptions made, the function v defined by
v(X p ρ) = α(X p)ρ + β(X p)

∀(X p ρ)

is such that, for i = 1     n,
ξi (X p ρ) = −

∂v(X p ρ)/∂pi

∂v(X p ρ)/∂ρ

In other words, conditional individual demands for private goods must be affine in
total expenditures on private goods.
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4.2.2 Unconditional individual demands for private goods Alternatively to ξ(X p ρ),
we may consider standard, “unconditional” Marshallian demands x(P p y) X(P p y),
which are functions of (all) prices and household income. It is well known that under
standard conditions, these functions are continuously differentiable almost everywhere.
Recall that total expenditures on private goods is given by ρ:

ρ(P p y) =
pi xi (P p y)
i

Define matrix J Xρ by
⎛

∂X 1

⎜
⎜ ∂P 1
⎜ 
⎜ 
⎜
Xρ
J
=⎜
N
⎜ ∂X
⎜
⎜ ∂P 1
⎝ ∂ρ
∂P 1









∂X 1
∂P N


∂X N
∂P N
∂ρ
∂P N

∂X 1
∂y



⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

∂X N ⎟
⎟
⎟
∂y ⎟
∂ρ ⎠
∂y

In other words, J Xρ is the Jacobian matrix of the vector (X 1      X N  ρ) with respect
to variables (P 1      P N  y). A point π̄ = (P̄  ¯p ȳ) is said to be regular if J Xρ is invertible at π̄; then J Xρ is invertible on some open neighborhood O(π̄) of π̄. By the implicit function theorem, we can then (locally) express (P 1      P N  y) as a function of
(X 1      X N  ρ); the Jacobian matrix of this function is simply the inverse (J Xρ )−1 . Let d
denote the last column of (J Xρ )−1 ; that is, d is the vector of derivatives of (P 1      P N  y)
with respect to ρ.
The relationship between Marshallian and conditional demands for good i is
ξi (X p ρ) = xi (P p y) ∀(P p y)
which implies that
∂ξi  ∂xi ∂P k ∂xi ∂y
=
+

∂ρ
∂y ∂ρ
∂P k ∂ρ
k

In matrix terms,
Dρ ξ = J x d
where

⎛

∂x1

⎜ 1
⎜ ∂P
⎜
J x = ⎜ 
⎜
⎝ ∂xn
∂P 1








∂xn

⎞
∂x1
∂y ⎟
⎟
 ⎟
 ⎟
⎟
∂xn ⎠

∂P N

∂y

∂x1
∂P N



is the Jacobian matrix of the vector of private consumptions (x1      xn ) with respect to
(P 1      P N  y).
Then we have the following result.
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Proposition 4. Assume that some individual utility satisfies the ACIU property. Then,
in a small enough neighborhood of any regular point π̄, the vector J x d can be expressed
as a function of (X p) only; equivalently, the Jacobian matrix of J x d with respect to (P y)
must be orthogonal to the vector d.
In the last section, we give a linear expenditures system (LES) example; we show that
LES demands are compatible with TU if and only if some of the coefficients are identical
across agents.
4.2.3 Unconditional household demands for private goods A consequence of the previous results is that, under TU, different Pareto efficient allocations may correspond to
different vectors of individual private consumptions for all private commodities. This
contrasts with a standard property of GQL demands (for which individual demands for
all private goods except one are identical over the set of Pareto efficient allocations).
However, the household conditional demand for private good i is
 

i
ξ (X p ρ) = a(X p)
ρm +
bm (X p)
m=hw

m=hw




= a(X p) y − P  X +
bm (X p)
m=hw

which is identical over all Pareto efficient allocations. A first implication is that, as is
well known, TU requires groups to behave as single individuals; in particular, the group’s
demand must satisfy income pooling and Slutsky symmetry and negativeness.
In addition, the conditions on demand functions that we just derived at the individual level are stable by aggregation. Formally, we now consider a household demand function (x(P p y) X(P p y)) in the neighborhood of some regular point π̄ =
(P p ȳ). We define ρ = p x(P p y) as the household’s aggregate expenditures on private goods, define J Xρ as the matrix of derivatives of the vector (X 1      X N  ρ) with
respect to variables (P 1      P N  y), define J x as the matrix of derivatives of the vector of
household private consumptions (x1      xn ) with respect to (P 1      P N  y), and define
d as the last column of (J Xρ )−1 . Then we have the following result.
Proposition 5. Assume that a pair of husband and wife utilities satisfy the TU property.
Then there exists a differentiable, strictly increasing, strictly quasi-concave utility function
such that the group’s aggregate demand maximizes this utility under the group’s budget
constraint. In particular, the group’s aggregate demand satisfies Slutsky symmetry and
semi-negativeness. Moreover, the household’s Marshallian demand x(P p y) for private
commodities is such that the vector J x d can be expressed as a function of (X p) only; that
is, the Jacobian matrix of J x d with respect to (P 1      P N  y) is orthogonal to the vector d.
In particular, we see that while TU implies that the group behaves as a single decision maker (i.e., the group’s aggregate behavior can be derived from the maximization of
a unique utility function), the converse is absolutely not true: aggregate demand functions stemming from the maximization of a unique utility are not compatible with TU if
they fail to satisfy the properties described in Theorem 1.
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4.3 Econometric tests
How can these properties be empirically tested? Start with the characterization of conditional individual demands. Assume one has consumption data involving public and
private goods. The basic idea is to estimate a demand system for private goods using the
consumed public goods as conditioning variables (and taking total expenditures on private goods as the income variable). Clearly, endogeneity is an issue in that context, because any exogenous shock (affecting either preferences or any other unobserved factor)
is likely to affect the demand for private and for public goods, as well as total expenditures. We therefore need a set of instruments. As is standard in applied microeconomics
works, total expenditures can be instrumented by household income. Regarding the
consumption of public goods, there exist obvious candidates, namely, the prices of the
various public goods. Indeed, these prices obviously affect the demand for public goods,
but the conditional demand function ξ(X p ρ) solves program (9) above, which, conditional on X and ρ, does not depend on prices of the public goods.
The empirical strategy could thus rely on the following steps:
• Estimate the conditional demand function ξ(X p ρ) using prices of all public
goods and total income as instrument for X and ρ.
• Test whether the conditional demand functions are linear or affine in ρ.
• If so, test whether the coefficient of ρ is the same across individuals.
It should be stressed that this approach requires that data provide sufficient variations in
the prices of public goods. Note that standard theory implicitly assumes they do, since
it considers the matrix of demand derivatives with respect to prices. Clearly, this leaves
open an interesting but very difficult question, namely, Can the TU property be tested
in the absence of price variations for public goods? We already know that even in the
simpler context of individual demand, it is impossible to test for utility maximization,
let alone recovering individual demands, when prices do not vary (or vary in a perfectly
correlated manner). Whether it is nevertheless possible to test some complex properties
(such as the ones described in the paper) remains an open question.
Finally, one can alternatively test the properties on the Marshallian demand, using
the predictions of Proposition 5. A possible difficulty is that one needs to compute the
inverse of the Jacobian matrix J Xρ , which may not admit a closed-form representation
(it does not in the case of the almost ideal demand system). Then it has to be numerically
computed.
4.3.1 Links with Chiappori Last, our findings generalize the results of Chiappori
(2010), who considers exclusively GQL forms. This can be seen at different levels. Consider, first, Chiappori’s “conditional quasilinearity” property, which states that the Xconditional utility must be quasi-linear. If this property is satisfied, then the corresponding conditional indirect utility will be affine in the sharing rule, so that our conditions are
satisfied. But clearly they are more general: quasi-linear preferences obviously generate
Gorman polar form (conditional) demands, but most Gorman polar form (conditional)
demands come from preferences that are not quasi-linear. Similarly, it is easy to check
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that the conditions in Proposition 3 of Chiappori (2010) imply the conditions of our
Proposition 5, while the converse is not true.
Last, one can find examples of direct utilities that are not GQL, but satisfy our conditions. We provide an explicit example in the next section.
5. Example
Throughout this section, the individual index m is omitted for brevity.
5.1 An example of a linear expenditure system
As a first illustration, consider the utility function
u(X x) =



xi − γ i

i

 c i  j
C j
X − j 
j

which generates LES demands
pi xi = γ i pi + c i (y − γ − )
P j X j = j P j + C j (y − γ − )






where γ = i γ i pi   = j j P j , and i c i + j C j = 1. Defining c = i c i and C = j C j
(then c + C = 1), the interpretation of such demands is as follows: there is a minimum
amount of each good (for each private good i, this is given by γ i ; for each public good
j, this is given by j ) that must be consumed. This leaves a person with (y − γ − ) of
disposable income beyond these minimum purchases. A fraction c i of (y − γ − ) is
then spent on a private good i beyond the minimum expenditure required to purchase
the minimum amount γ i and a fraction C j of (y − γ − ) is then spent on a public good j
beyond the minimum expenditure required to purchase the minimum amount j . Note
that if there are no minimum amounts, the LES demands become the demands of a
Cobb–Douglas utility function.
The LES specification leading to TU is useful when family economists consider intertemporal choice. Given more than one period, naturally more than one private good
enters agents’ utility functions. In intertemporal choice models, family members are
often assumed to consume one private good and one public good in each period. If
the instantaneous utility function is quasi-linear where private consumption enters the
utility function linearly, then the model exhibits a constant marginal rate of substitution between the private consumption in different periods—an unrealistic assumption.
Alternatively, these instantaneous utility functions give rise to TU in each period and intertemporally (see Gugl and Welling 2017). Hence TU provides a straightforward benchmark for efficiency as efficiency is independent of distribution. The LES specification
provides an attractive alternative because it captures a decreasing marginal rate of substitution between private goods in different periods while still yielding a Pareto efficient
allocation that is independent of distribution intertemporally as well as in any given
period.
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Let us now derive the conditional demands. We have

ρ=
pi xi = γ + c(y − γ − );
i

therefore,
ρ−γ
=y −γ−
c
and
pi xi = γ i pi +

ci
(ρ − γ)
c

The corresponding, conditional indirect utility is, therefore,
v(X p ρ) =

 c i ρ − γ
c

i


=

p

ci



X j − j

i
j

c  i

ρ−γ
c

C j

c

p

i

ci



X j − j

i

C j



j

We see that

1
v(X p ρ) c =

ρ−



γ i pi

 c i

i



ci

ci
c

i

pi



X j − j

 Cj
c



j

i

which is affine in ρ. The coefficient of ρ is
K=

 c i
i

pi

ci
c



X j − j

 Cj
c

/c

j

and it is the same for all agents if and only if the c i , C j , and j are the same for all agents.
Note, however, that the parameters γ i , corresponding to the minimum consumptions
for private goods, may be individual specific.
We conclude that any LES demand system is compatible with TU, provided that preferences are similar enough across agents. A very interesting remark is that, by a result
owing to Chiappori (2010), a LES demand cannot possibly be of the GQL form unless
there is only one private good. This further illustrates the fact that the set of preferences
compatible with TU is much larger than the set of GQL preferences. It also shows that TU
requires assumptions regarding the form of individual demands that, although strong,
are not particularly extreme and may be satisfied by some usual functional forms. In the
end, the really restrictive assumptions are related to the level of heterogeneity between
agents: TU does impose strong constraints on how much preferences can vary across
agents.
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5.2 Generalizing LES
As is well known, LES preferences, at least when all goods are private, are among the few
preferences that admit a Gorman polar form representation and a closed-form utility
function. Specifically, if we assume, in the previous example, that N = 0 (so that all
goods are private), then the corresponding utility is
u(x) =



xi − γ i

c i



i

We now provide an example of utility functions for private and public goods that
generalizes both the LES system and the example provided by Gugl (2014). The corresponding preferences are neither Gorman polar form nor GQL; but they still satisfy
ACIU, therefore, TU, and still admit a closed-form representation for the direct utility.
We partition the n private goods into a group of n1 private goods indexed from 1 to n1
and another group indexed n1 + 1     n.
Consider the utility
u(X x) =

n1
c k

 k

a(X) 
x − γ k (X) + b X xn1 +1      xn


(12)

k=1

with
n1


ck = 1

and  =

k=1

n1

 k c k
c

k=1

The conditional indirect utility of (12) is defined by
v(X p ρ) = max
x

n1
 k

c k

a(X) 
x − γ k (X) + β X xn1 +1      xn


(13)

k=1

under
n


pi xi = ρ

i=1

The maximand in (13) is separable in (x1      xn1 ); therefore, the program can be solved
using two-stage budgeting. Define
=

n1


pk xk 

k=1

Then (x1      xn1 ) must solve
max

(x1 xn1 )

n1



c k
xk − γ k (X)

k=1

(14)
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under (14), which gives
k



ck

k

x = γ (X) +

−

pk

n1



i i

p γ (X) 

i=1

The first stage is, therefore,

max

xn1 +1 xn

n1

 k −c k
p
a(X)


−



n1




p γ (X) + b X xn1 +1      xn
i i

i=1

k=1

under
+

n


pk xk = ρ

k=n1 +1

The maximand is quasi-linear in . Assuming that  > 0, this implies that (xn1 +1     
xn ) depends only on (p X), so that


b X xn1 +1      xn = B(X p)
=ρ−

n


pk xk = ρ − C(X p)

k=n1 +1

Finally, for individual m, the conditional indirect utility is given by
vm (X p ρm ) = am (X)

n1



pk

−cmk

ρm

k=1

+ Bm (X p) − a(X)

n1



p

 k
k −c


Cm (X p) +

k=1

n1



i
pi γm
(X)



k=1

k coeffiwhich has the ACIU property for all prices if and only if, for k = 1     n1 , the cm
cients are identical across agents and ah (X) = aw (X) = a(X). The corresponding Pareto
frontier is, therefore, defined by

uh + uw = K(P p y)
where
⎡

n1



 k
k −c



⎤



⎢
⎥
a(X)
p
y −P X
⎢
⎥
⎢
k=1
⎥


K(P p y) = max ⎢
⎥
n
n
1
1



⎥
 k −c k
X ⎢
i i
⎣+
p γm (X) ⎦
p
Bm (X p) − a(X)
Cm (X p) +
=hw

k=1

k=1
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6. Conclusion
Household economics has experienced spectacular changes over the recent decades.
On the one hand, the development of the collective approach has lead to an explicit
“formalization” of power relationships within the household. Econometric tools now
exist for the empirical estimation of models that recognize the specific (public vs. private) nature of various goods and services. Several such models have been estimated
(see, for instance, Cherchye et al. 2012, Lise and Yamada 2019, or Chiappori et al. 2020,
among many others). Moreover, important advances have been made regarding both
the theoretical representation and the econometric estimation of economies of scale in
consumption and intrahousehold inequality (see, for instance, Browning et al. 2013 or
Dunbar et al. 2013). On the other hand, the analysis of marital patterns has attracted
renewed attention; most of the corresponding models (such as Chiappori et al. 2018,
Ciscato et al. 2020, or Chiappori et al. 2019 to name just a few) use a transferable utility
framework in which individual demands for several commodities are explicitly modeled
and estimated. The question studied in the present paper lies at the intersection of these
two branches of literature. Ultimately, one would like to develop the joint estimation of
household formation (or dissolution) and behavior from a matching model involving a
general consumption structure. Such a goal requires, as a first step, a complete characterization of individual demand models that are compatible with the TU assumption.
As such, the present paper is a step in a promising research direction.
Appendix
A.1 Proof of Proposition 2
Given the utility function in the example of Section 3.2.1, the conditional indirect utilities are
m p−δm 
vm (X p ρ) = X θm Km ρ1+δ
m

where Km =

δδmm
(1+δm )1+δm

. An alternative and more convenient cardinalization is


v̄m (X p ρm ) =

1
1+θm

vm (X p ρm )
Km

θm

= X 1+δm ρm p

δm
− 1+δ

m

= X λ ρm p

δm
− 1+δ

m



In particular, while this function is affine (indeed, linear) in ρm , the coefficient of ρm
is different for w and h unless δh = δw . Therefore, if δh = δw , these preferences do not
satisfy the TU property.
Yet, an efficient level of public good solves
max vw (X p ρw ) + μvh (X p y − PX − ρw )

Xρw

= max X λ ρw p
Xρw

δw
− 1+δ

w

δ

+ μX λ (y − PX − ρw )p

h
− 1+δ

h
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An interior solution cannot obtain unless
p

δw
− 1+δ

w

δh −δw

δ

= μp

h
− 1+δ

h

i.e. μ = p (1+δw )(1+δh ) 



which proves part (ii) of Proposition 2.
The program then boils down to
max X λ (y − PX)
X

which yields X =

λ y

1+λP

which proves part (i) of Proposition 2; the demand for the public good is the same for all
(interior) Pareto efficient allocations.
A.2 Proof of Proposition 3
Given the utility function in the example in Section 3.2.2, the conditional indirect utilities are
vm (X ωm  ρm ) = X λ Kρm ω−δ
m 
where
K=δ

δ

n−1
 i

θ

i=1

θi



pi

An efficient level of public good solves
max vw (X p ρw ) + μvh (X p y − PX − ρw )

Xρw

−δ
λ
= max X λ Kρw ω−δ
w + μX Kρh ωh 
Xρw

An interior solution cannot obtain unless
−δ
ω−δ
w = μωh 


i.e., μ =

ωh
ωw

δ



Hence,
dvw
=
dvh



ωh
ωw

δ



which proves part (ii) of Proposition 3.
The program then boils down to
max X λ (y − PX)
X

which yields X =

λ y

1+λP

which proves part (i) of Proposition 3; the demand for the public good is the same for all
(interior) Pareto efficient allocations.
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